Week Five

FIRST SEMESTER 2022

Greetings,
I guess we are already busy with our first
assignments. I hope that all will go well
and let us remember to take a time off
from long study sessions to relax and
rejuvenate every now and then.
This weekend, all the attention was on
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Welcome
We welcome Ruel, SVD to Australia after
being held back in the Philippines for a
while because of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Ruel has been studying with us via zoom
since last year.

the SVDs.

Congratulations

Farewell

Tin Minh Trinh, SVD for his perpetual

We express our heartfelt gratitude to our

profession and the diaconate ordination

dear registrar, Jannette Elliott for all that he

last weekend.

has been to us for all these years. We would

Quoc Cuong Dang , SVD, Neftali

very much like you to join us in saying

Velasco Fabian, SVD, Peter Wang

farewell to Jannette on Wednesday 23rd

Shouzhang, SVD for their renewal of

March 2022 from 10.30 am - 11.00 am in the

vows at the same ceremony of Tin’s Final

YTU Common Room.

Profession.

If you are able to "bring a plate to share" that
would be very much appreciated.
Please advise Admin via
admin@ytu.edu.au if you can join us and/or
supply a plate of food. RSVP appreciated.
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Our soccer team still needs more players, please do not hesitate to put your
name on the list or contact one of SRC members to get the training schedule.
You do not need to play well; your presence is more important.

Finally, we thank Qi Chao, CP for his insightful reflection this week.

REFLECTION
Having received the inheritance from
his father, the prodigal son set off to a
distant country. There he squandered his
wealth in reckless living. Soon he used up
all his money, and faced living in poverty.
It seems this young man could not escape
the temptations of youth. He spent
lavishly on a reckless lifestyle, socializing
with drop-outs and prostitutes. He tasted
the intoxicated feeling of alcohol anytime
he gathered with his new friends; the
feeling of ecstasy whenever he played
with prostitutes; or the feeling of being in

R

epentance is a major theme

the clouds whenever he used drugs in a

throughout Lent. We are called

disco. Who among us can be immune to

to turn away from sinfulness

such temptations; Do these not reveal

and to remember, not forget God. The
younger man in the parable of the prodigal

some of our weaknesses?
After spending all of his money lavishly,

son (Luke 15:11-32) is a symbol for

he now endured poverty. He had to work

ongoing repentance. However, instead of

as a hired hand humiliating job a Jew could

reflecting on his repentance, I would like to

have – feeding pigs. He actually began

reflect on his extravagant lifestyle, because living as an animal filling himself with the
this shaped his life.
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pods that pigs eat. Behind the sweetness

of his previous life, gloating laughter and

nothing real other than a virtual world

moments of physical comfort, now there

through social networks.

were tears; the bitterness and

Pope Francis says in Christus Vivit:

unpleasantness of life. These feelings

“Dear young people, make the most of

seem very human. More than anyone, he

these years of your youth. Don’t observe

himself had a very real experiences of

life from a balcony. Don’t confuse

what life can be. Life can be lived in

happiness with an armchair or live your life

harmony with the vast world; it can be

behind a screen.... Take risks, even if it

experiencing all that brings joy, anger and

means making mistakes. Don’t go through

hatred; life can be experiencing what

life anesthetized or approach the world like

others in a variety of conditions,

tourists” (Christus Vivit143). Of course,

experience.

taking risks also means that we may fail

We are not encouraged to do as the

and have to endure its result. However,

prodigal son did, but this does not mean

just as the father ran to embrace the

that we are not open to the world, to

prodigal son, the Lord our God also likes to

people and to any situation of life; despite

show his mercy upon us rather than to

the weaknesses, shortcomings, failure or

judge.

any consequences that may come.

After his previous life, the prodigal son now

Because of the fear of danger or failure,

feels the warmth of his father’s embrace,

many times we may dare not to step into

which his brother at that time cannot feel.

society. We can keep closing the door, to

What about us?

our room and even the door to our soul.
Then our world becomes as small as a

Qi Chao (John) CP

bedroom, displaying nothing interesting,

Have a great week ahead!
Thank you,

Secretary
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